Advice on How to Manage
Your Relationships

Getting Unstuck
Does what you’re doing feel right? Does it fill you with joy or drain
the life out of you? Are you doing what others want and
just being part of the crowd? This is your life; not your parents,
friends or the people you work with.

There is more to relationships than what you see on the surface.
Relationships support you when life is unbalanced and you can’t see
yourself ever being happy again. Good relationships are there to help
you get unstuck so you can find your passion, conquer your fears and
best of all be your own person.
One way to get unstuck is to find an organization or cause you believe in
wholeheartedly. You can commit time, energy and ingenuity to it, but
the best thing will be the new relationships that you make.
Another approach is to take some friends and do the one thing that you
think you cannot do. Fail and try again, being better as you do it a
second time. There’s nothing more fun than getting together with close
friends and laughter is a sure way to get unstuck.
Lastly, get unstuck in your relationships by giving thanks for what you do
have. Be thankful for the things you absolutey wouldn’t change about
your friends and family. Then take your gratitude a step further and
offer the gift of friendship to someone who needs it.
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Friendships to Detox
Good friendships have nothing to do with distance, age or sex. They
are not based on how long we have known each other, but on how well
we connect and understand each other.

With good friends you never have to wonder where you stand. You can
tell them anything with the knowledge that they will never belittle you,
think less of you or betray your trust. With these friends you never have
to worry about being betrayed or being taken for granted.
On the other hand, some friends just aren’t good for us. No matter how
hard we try they never seem to give of themselves but instead drain
away our joy. When we are down and out they don’t seem to notice.
It’s all about them and there is always some kind of drama when their
around. Sometimes we just need to clean house and a bad friend
belongs with everything else that’s on your give away pile. They take up
far more space and time than they deserve. Once you’re free of bad
friends that space will be available for friendships that serve you better.
Ask yourself:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Do I look forward to seeing this friend?
Is time with this friend a duty or chore?
Are they truly happy to see me?
Do they care about what’s happening in my life?
Do they always want something from me?
Why are they still part of my life?
Do I trust them completely?
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Courage to Love

The act of love requires work and courage. When alone there is a
certain amount of fear when reaching out to others and loving again.
We have been hurt by the loss of a loved one and we don’t want to feel
that pain again. But if we have the courage to love again we may be
blessed with special people to share our life with.
The experience of dating, of doing things differently and being on
unfamiliar ground is frightening. How we handle our fear depends on
our upbringing, values, faith and courage. Courage is not the absence
of fear; it is in the moving forward action in spite of our fears. The loving
of anyone always requires courage and involves risks. There is always
the risk that that person will break your heart, leaving you more painfully
alone than you were before.
We can only love that which is in one way or another important to us.
There will always be a risk of loss or rejection, but to avoid love is to
narrow and diminish our lives to almost the point of non-existence.
Love anything that lives – a person or pet – and it will die in time. Trust
someone and you may be hurt, depend on someone and they may let
you down. Yes, the price of love can be pain. But if you are determined
not to risk the pain, then you will do without many things: children,
friendship, being in love and all the things that make life meaningful.
Have the courage to love again and pain as well as joy will be part of
your journey. A full life will have pain. But the only other alternative is
not to live fully and that is truly sad.
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Spirituality
There is no greater relationship then what you have with God. Talk to
God as you would your best friend – share your blessing and your
worries. God is at your side so tell Him what is in your heart.

• Make your prayers simple and not stilted, rehearsed or formal.

People who have this simple contact with God have power and can
rise above the difficulties of life.

• Practice talking to God as you go about your day – close your eyes

for a moment and have a word or two with God.

• Affirm the fact that God is with you.
• Pray thinking positive, not negative thoughts.
• Always pray that you are willing to accept God’s will, whatever it is.

Ask for what you want but be willing to accept otherwise.

• Pray for strength to do your best and have confidence enough in God

to take care of the rest.

• Say a prayer for those who do not like you or have done you harm.

This will release you from those stressful relationships.

• Be open to praying for your family, friends and country. Take time to

pray for peace so that you can enjoy your relationships.

• Lastly, believe that your prayers will be answered, even if the answer

is not what you wanted.
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Why do Friends Drift Away?
Unfortunately, after you move, change careers or have a life changing
event friends may shed genuine tears for you but soon the demands of
living set in and their lives return to normal. But, not so for you!
Just when you need more support, most of your friends have moved on
and are thinking that “you will get used to your new life”. Although this is
true to a point, time has to pass for you to get used to these changes.

They drift away because they want to believe you're feeling better and
because they feel helpless and uncomfortable, unsure how to help you.
After the “I'm so sorry” people just don't know what to say. So they say
nothing. In the weeks and months that follow they just don’t have the
time or patience for friends that need their time and support.
You start to wonder if you are boring people, are you being depressing
or a downer to be around. People desperately want to think that you're
OK, so that you're no longer on their “list to worry about."
They think they are being helpful when they urge "Be strong" or exclaim
"You look so well!" to a friend who's having a hard time. So, you're
always trying to find this balance between wanting the world to know
that you are lonely and not wanting to inconvenience anyone.
We are strong but when life knocks us down we can’t always “get over it”
as if it were no big deal. We will always need the love and support of
family and friends.
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Our Shared Journey

If these few pages of encouragement helped you heal, and
you want more than please click More from Guide # 3

Our Relationships How Do We Keep Them Healthy
is the third guide available in the Our Shared Journey series.
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